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● Are any restaurants vegetarian or vegan?

Currently, I am traveling to the main tourist attraction site in Cambodia which is Siem Reap province
home to the majestic Angkor Wat in order to participate in the Cambodian Climate Change Summit.
Due to the big influx of western tourists, many restaurants around this area are offering options for
vegetarians as we often associate this diet more with the westerners. That is not to say that Cambodians
do not support vegetarianism, but to show that this diet concept is still limited in understanding and
especially in inclusion in Cambodia as we often only see the Buddhist monks or Buddhist elders follow
this vegetarian diet. This lack of common knowledge of vegetarianism also leads to the exclusion of
vegetarian options in many restaurants. I am now traveling with my fellow project green challenge
teammate, Kakrona Pos, who is a strict vegetarian, but we struggled to find food for her as many
restaurants only offer meat-based dishes.

With my research, I found only three specific vegetarian restaurants out of the dozens present in Siem
Reap Town as shown below.



*picture 1: three vegetarian restaurants in Siem Reap

*picture 2: two vegetarian restaurants in Siem Reap compared to all other restaurants.



● Which eateries offer some vegan menu options?

In the capital city of Cambodia, Phnom Penh, vegetarian restaurants are more abundant as shown in the
vegetarian places map shown below.

*picture 3: vegetarian restaurants in the Capital city Phnom Penh

Looking at the number of conventional restaurants in the capital city of Phnom Penh, I would say the ratio
between vegetarian and conventional is pretty balanced and acceptable.



*picture 4: conventional restaurants in Phnom Penh

● Does your local grocer offer vegan options in the prepared meals section?

Because Cambodians have a culture of always eating home-cooked meal, we do not have much prepared
meals option in general. In addition, most prepared-meal products are imported and therefore we have
very limited options. I often do not see vegan options in the prepared meals section, but I always see a lot
of varieties of fresh vegetables in local markets as well as in supermarkets and grocery stores. Therefore,
if you are a vegan or a vegetarian in Cambodia, you might have to rely on making your own food.

● Is there a regular farmers market or food market with vegan vendors?

I have personally worked with an organic vegetarian vendor called Green Gold that works directly with
farmers in rural and underserved provinces in Cambodia. By bringing their organic and locally made
products made by those farmers who are living in poverty, this organization Green Gold aims to raise the
demand in the vegetable market for ethically sourced organic vegetables that help to empower struggling



farmers to make a living. I also helped to create a mobile application that is an organic vegetable shop
online vendor or grocery store that people can digitally order with free delivery service as I believe that
better vegetable consumption is the key to wellbeing and increased nutritional value in Cambodia.

In addition, Cambodia common source of groceries is local markets which sell an abundant variety of
vegetables to choose from which is why I believe that our market can adequately support the existing
vegetarians and new incoming vegetarians as well.
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